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Art Department

The goal of this assignment was to create kinematic type, and even
more, to animate the action described in the words to bring them to life
on the screen. This clip from Hamilton just begged to be animated.
In Motion Graphics, we learned how to use After Effects to create many different
kinds of animation for video. I wanted to show off my new After Effects skills, but
I also wanted to showcase some award-winning work from earlier in my career.
I used After Effect to make this short compilation video
which does both.

Shara Merrill - Art Department
on YouTube
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Art Department

I went in a different direction for this video, featuring another side of my art, a
psychedelic showcase that I take on the road. My act includes location art, projections and glow-in-the-blacklight full body art. This features my original music also,
composed in a sequencer. Note, this clip is PG-13.
I made this video to highlight my 1919 research. It was created in After Effects
to demonstrate OTS, lower thirds and weather graphics. I shot the video myself
using my son and husband as actors. I took generic news music and made it ‘oldtimey’ by using a honky-tonk piano for the lead. This video won a 1st Place trophy
in the 2018 MSU Student Showcase in the category of Motion Graphics.

Shara Merrill - Art Department
on YouTube
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Social Change

By the third exam I wanted to see if PowerPoint could do
kinematic type like I had learned in After Effects. Once
again the teacher was thrilled for something beyond the
usual bland, double-spaced paper.
Social Change Exam III

My teacher enjoyed the first magazine so
much, I decided to do the second as a
PowerPoint – still in a magazine format,
but with a touch of animation.
The exams for this class were papers. I wanted to
provide some illustrations, so I got permission from my
instructor to do my paper in the form of a magazine.
Social Change Exam I
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Social Change Exam II

Social Change Multimedia Magazines
on artistar.com
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Heads Up

My second Motion Graphics class focused on
custom broadcst graphics for cable, sports
and news. Once again I created a framing
device to showcase the semester’s work, this
time using a “heads up display.”

An early project involved creating animated logos, lower
thirds, over-the-shoulders and
infographics for a specialized
cable channel. This was also
an opportunity to reflect social
consciousness.

Heads Up - Motion Graphics Showcase
on YouTube
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03

Heads Up

The third assignment for this class was to create news graphics. At the same time I was developing a
slide deck for VMWare and had their logos and theme colors at hand. I used found footage and music
to demonstrate lower thirds, over-the-shoulder spots and animated infographics from After Effects.

This assignment was to make broadcast graphics for sports. I quickly jumped on “Quidditch” for my
sport, covering it with industry standard graphics like head-to-head statistic match-ups, player
highlights, and on-screen score-keeping. This short won a First Place at the 2019 Student Showcase.

Heads Up - Motion Graphics Showcase
on YouTube
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Debate Team
after
<

<before

My senior year, I decided to get
involved with a newly forming
MSU Debate Team, eventually competing in a national
debating tournament. British
Parliamentary Debate was lots
of fun.
Equally fun was creating tons
of cool materials to support
the new team. BP Debate
requires “flowing,” outlining
arguments on the fly. Traditionally debaters use blank
paper, folded to create simple
separations.
The Flow Pages I designed
divide the page, allowing arguments and refutations to be
tracked across a long debate.
What’s more, they contain
prompts for considering issues
and framing for constructing
debate speeches.

This timer application,
which I created specifically
for British Parliamentary
Debate, does more than
track the seven minutes of a
BP speech. The first and last
minute of each speech are
“protected time” when the
speaker cannot be interrupted for questions.

start
open time
last minute

This timer indicates when
the speaker is in protected
time. It also flashes during
the last 20 seconds to alert
the speaker to wrap up.
This app was created using
Multimedia Fusion.

Secret Timer
Functions!

MSU Denver Debate Timer in HTML 5
online at artistar.com
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Debate Team

Digital
Marketing
A newly hired professor was
trying to build a debate organization from the ground up.
One way I hoped to help this
effort was by creating fliers to
display around campus and a
folded “news brochure.”
I also had a chance to make
an ad for the large department screen marquee.

British
Exhibition
Debate

An early opportunity arrived to show what our team was made of. We had the
chance to host an exhibition debate with a visiting team of debaters from Britain. I
took charge of publicizing the event, producing digital fliers, an animated ad, and a
powerpoint “explainer” with a diagram showing the roles of speakers in BP debate.
Our event was hosted in the coolest theater on campus, with a gigantic surround
screen. I made the show to take advantage of the giant screen. The MSU Denver
administration appreciated the professional look of our materials and the speed
with which we ramped up to international event hosting.
The newly-formed Gary Holbrook Debate Union was awarded a hefty operational
grant of $30,000.00.
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Metro Notes
Like the Cornell note system of
old, which required only pen and
paper, Metro Notes require only
what a student already has - the
Adobe Acrobat Reader, a free and
nearly-universal app.

A New Note System

I used the Acrobat Comment tools
to store vast amounts of information in a visual, chronological succession that keeps my entire class
organized and at hand’s reach.

When I came to Denver Metro to
complete my Bachelor’s degree,
I started developing an interesting
and helpful new way to keep track of
my school notes. I was soon sharing
this system with my professors and
classmates.

What’s more, these notes are fully
searchable, allowing instant retrieval of any information.

Looking into notes, I quickly
came across the “Cornell Note
System.” The last time there
was a significant development
in college note-taking was in the
1920s, and it was named for the
institution where it was
developed.

This system requires no purchase.
It is simply an idea for organizing,
which anyone can begin using
simply by hearing about it. But,
it works in a suprising number of
ways.

I quickly realized that a new
note system named for the
school would be a great branding
effort. So I called my system
Metro Notes.

Try
Searching!

Attach
Anything

Large amounts of
info in a tiny space

How to
Comment

Recent U.S. History Class Notes
attached .pdf file
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Metro Notes

Political Theory

A class in Psychology taught me about the
Testing Effect. A quick adaptation to my
system created the Metro Study Guide.

Foundations
of Rhetoric

Zoom in to try it!
Cover the definitions with the gray boxes, and then try to recall them
from memory in the spaces below.
Metro Study Guide
Theory

an explanation using an integrated set of principles
that organizes observations and predicts behaviors
or events

Hypothesis

a testable prediction, often implied by a theory

Scientific Method

a self-correcting process for evaluating ideas with
observation and analysis

Case Study

examines one individual or group in depth in the hope
of revealing things true of all of us

a...

Class Notes
Research Notes
I didn’t feel constrained by Metro branding. I
customized my notes for every class, using their
beauty to make them even more memorable.

I used Metro branding to create a
generic form anyone at MSU could
use for any class.
At the same time, I was using a variation of this system to keep track of
my research for writing class papers.
Adding key questions and space for
an outline, I soon developed
The Metro Research System, a form
for generating research papers.
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Positive
Psychology
Check it
out:
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Metro Notes

Many different options are available for visually storing information in .pdf documents.

< Double Click
for the whole story!

As you can see, Acrobat Reader has tools for storing vast amounts of information and
attachments. I soon learned that this creates a visual database as you go.
My history professor was writing a book about 1919 and asked me to be his research assistant. I
quickly realized what he really needed was someone to organize all of the information he was
retrieving. My professor was searching through archives online from libraries around the world,
and his initial research was mainly in the form of .pdf documents.
I wanted to display all of the eventsArt
ofin
the
time in a way we could quickly look over, so I created
Party
the 1919 Logarithmic Time line (left). Acrobat's infinite zooming lets you focus on narrow time
frames or zoom out for the big picture. Plus, I wanted to arrange all of the documents my
professor had given me by location for easy perusal. It occurred to me that I could use a literal
map to hold all of the documents. This allowed us to see all the information we had collected by
location.
But this was just the beginning. I discovered that Acrobat has the ability to search and sort
attachments. This allowed us to sort the articles by country, or search them for key words. I even
added tags to the documents so we could identify themes and retrieve them later.
You can try it yourself on this page. With the Acrobat menus visible, click on the paper clip on the
far left of this Acrobat window to open the Attachment tools. Click on Description to sort by
country. Try Searching Attachments (including Comments) for the phrases "+story" or "+culture"
to see how it finds the themes we identified. You can even find a secret message!

< Sample Attachments

1919 Document Map & Timeline
archived at artistar.com
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Social Justice

Individualized Degree Plan
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Volunteering
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Motion Graphics
for Video

Interactive Media
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Social
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COM 1010

Critical Thinking
in Media

Social
Doc II

COM 390R

Motion
Graphics II

COM 3480

3D Animation

Digital
Documents

Intermediate
Editing
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